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Abstract

A series of five realistic, nested, hydrostatic numerical ocean model simulations are used to
study semidiurnal internal tide generation and propagation from the continental slope, through the shelf
break and to the midshelf adjacent to Point Sal, CA. The statistics of modeled temperature and horizontal
velocity fluctuations are compared to midshelf observations (30- to 50-m water depth). Time- and
frequency-domain methods are used to decompose internal tides into components that are coherent and
incoherent with the barotropic tide, and the incoherence fraction is 0.5–0.7 at the midshelf locations in
both the realistic model and observations. In contrast, the incoherence fraction is at the most 0.45 for a
simulation with idealized stratification, and neither atmospheric forcing nor mesoscale currents.
Negligible conversion from barotropic to baroclinic energy occurs at the local shelf break. Instead, the
dominant internal tide energy sources are regions of small-scale near-critical to supercritical bathymetry
on the Santa Lucia escarpment (1,000–3,000 m), 70–80 km from the continental shelf. Near the generation
region, semidiurnal baroclinic energy is primarily coherent and rapidly decays adjacent to the shelf break.
In the realistically forced model, incoherent energy is less than 10% in the generation region, with a steady
increase in incoherence fraction from the continental slope to the midshelf. Backward ray tracing from the
midshelf to the Santa Lucia escarpment identifies multiple energy pathways potentially leading to spatial
interference. As internal tides shoal on the predominantly subcritical slope/shelf system, temporally
variable stratification and Doppler shifting from mesoscale and submesoscale features appear equally
important in leading to the loss of coherence.

1. Introduction
In a stratified ocean, barotropic tidal flow over variable bottom bathymetry leads to isopycnal oscillations at tidal frequencies (internal tides; Baines, 1982; Wunsch, 1975). The global conversion rate from
barotropic to internal tidal energy is approximately 1 Terawatt (TW), occurring primarily over continental
slopes, mid-ocean ridges, and seamounts (Baines, 1982; Morozov, 1995). Internal tides can propagate away
from conversion regions as free internal gravity waves at locations where the barotropic tidal frequency
(𝜔) is greater than the Coriolis frequency (f ). The energy associated with these waves potentially reaches
continental margins, where it eventually dissipates (e.g., Alford & Zhao, 2007; Waterhouse et al., 2014).
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Internal tidal variability is ubiquitous on continental shelves (e.g., Inall et al., 2011; MacKinnon & Gregg,
2003), and coastal internal tides are associated with large variations in temperature, velocity (e.g., Lerczak
et al., 2003; Suanda & Barth, 2015), and turbulent mixing (Green et al., 2008; MacKinnon & Gregg, 2005;
Nash et al., 2004; Shroyer et al., 2010). These baroclinic processes cause vertical and lateral material transport important to many biophysical processes of broader multidisciplinary interest such as phytoplankton
bloom initiation (Briscoe, 1984; Omand et al., 2011), late-stage larvae transport (Pineda, 1999), and advection of cold, nutrient-rich water to the surfzone (e.g., Lucas et al., 2011; Sinnett & Feddersen, 2014; Sinnett
et al., 2018).
The motivation for accurate coastal internal tide prediction comes from the strong connection between
internal tides and the modification of mean circulation and stratification patterns as well as associated
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biophysical processes. Unlike highly predictable barotropic tides that are governed by precise astronomical
forcing, coastal internal tide prediction remains elusive. Temporal and spatial variability of stratification,
complex bathymetry, the strength of inertial oscillations, geostrophic currents, and mesoscale eddies have
all been shown to interact with internal tide generation and propagation and contribute to their unpredictability (e.g., Huang et al., 2018; Kerry et al., 2014, 2015; Rainville & Pinkel, 2006; Zilberman et al., 2011;
Zaron & Egbert, 2014). In addition, interference from multiple internal tide generation sites and horizontal plane propagation effects may also lead to unpredictability (e.g., Buijsman et al., 2017; Duda et al., 2014;
Kurapov et al., 2010). In coastal regions, small-scale bathymetric variations, stratification variability from
wind-driven processes, buoyancy input from riverine runoff, and shoaling remotely generated internal tides
can modify local internal tide generation and propagation (e.g., Martini et al., 2011; Nash et al., 2004; Nash,
Kelly, et al., 2012). These factors result in highly variable continental shelf internal tides on both seasonal
(e.g., Xu et al., 2013) and shorter time scales (Colosi et al., 2001; Colosi et al., 2018).
A quantitative measure of internal tide predictability can be achieved through decomposition into “coherent” and “incoherent” variability with respect to the barotropic tide. In the time domain, variability that is
phase locked to a distinct astronomical tidal frequency (e.g., as determined by harmonic analysis) is termed
coherent or stationary, while the remaining components of the signal are termed incoherent or nonstationary (e.g., Nash, Kelly, et al., 2012; Nash, Shroyer, et al., 2012; Pickering et al., 2015; Waterhouse et al., 2018). A
similar decomposition in the frequency domain distinguishes between spectral “line” and “band” variability
within a tidal range (e.g., Colosi & Munk, 2006). With this distinction, moored observations from worldwide continental shelf locations reveal variable levels of internal tide incoherence (e.g., Nash, Kelly, et al.,
2012). Identifying physical processes through which internal tides become incoherent through field observation alone is challenging, as there are potentially a broad range of spatial scales over which stratification,
circulation, and eddy activity modify internal tide generation and propagation. Therefore, well-evaluated,
high-resolution numerical simulations can provide regional context and aid in dynamic interpolation and
interpretation of observed internal tides. Furthermore, well-evaluated simulations potentially help quantify
internal tidal predictability in coastal regions with spatially sparse long term data sets.
Hydrostatic numerical ocean models are extensively used to study internal tidal generation, propagation,
and dissipation at regional (e.g., Buijsman et al., 2012; Carter et al., 2008; Kerry et al., 2014, 2016; Kumar
et al., 2016; Merrifield & Holloway, 2002; Niwa & Hibiya, 2004; Osborne et al., 2011; Powell et al., 2012;
Suanda et al., 2017; Zilberman et al., 2009) and global scales (e.g., Arbic et al., 2010; Buijsman et al., 2016;
Savage et al., 2017; Simmons et al., 2004; Shriver et al., 2012, 2014). As internal tidal wavelengths are substantially greater than ocean water depths, this allows neglect of nonhydrostatic pressure effects that become
important when horizontal scales of motion are comparable to the water depth (e.g., Vitousek & Fringer,
2011). Many modeling studies use realistic bathymetry and simulate a single tidal constituent with climatological stratification (e.g., Carter et al., 2008; Kerry et al., 2013; Rainville et al., 2010). For example, in the
eastern Pacific, the role of M2 tidal forcing in internal tidal energetics has been investigated for the Monterey bay region (Carter, 2010) and offshore of the Oregon coast (Osborne et al., 2011). Similarly, Buijsman
et al. (2012) simulated internal tides in the Southern California Bight and identified strong generation and
local dissipation within the Santa Cruz Basin. Although these modeling studies provide insight to internal tide generation locations and propagation, few studies have evaluated the processes leading to modeled
incoherence and unpredictability in the coastal region against observational estimates.
In this paper observations of temperature and current obtained on the midshelf and inner shelf in the vicinity
of Point Sal north of Point Conception are analyzed using a set of one-way nested, hydrostatic numerical
model simulations with realistic surface and boundary forcing, to quantify the transition between coherent
to incoherent internal tides from the open ocean all the way to the continental shelf. The analysis focuses
on (a) quantitative evaluation of the performance of a realistic model to simulate tidal-band energetics,
temperature and velocity vertical structure, and degree of incoherence of internal tides compared to the shelf
observations; (b) identification of generation sources and variability of internal tidal energy fluxes unique
to this location; and (c) processes that transform the modeled internal tides from coherent to incoherent
over the continental shelf. The rest of the paper is organized such that the observational data set, modeling
framework, and analysis methodology are described in section 2. A statistical model-data comparison is
presented in section 3, while modeled internal-tidal generation and energy fluxes are presented in section
4. Discussion of the findings and conclusions are in sections 5 and 6, respectively.
KUMAR ET AL.
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Figure 1. Nested Regional Ocean Modeling System grids (L2, L3, and L4) and observation locations: (a) second level
nested grid (L2, resolution of 600 m). Colorbar is the water depth h in meters; (b) L3 grid (resolution 200 m); and (c) L4
grid (resolution 66 m). Red squares are mooring locations at 50- and 30-m water depth (also see Colosi et al., 2018). In
(a) dashed black lines are depth contours 30, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 2,500, and 3,000 m. Parent grids L0
and L1 are shown elsewhere (Suanda et al., 2016).

2. Methods
The observations, modeling, and analysis conducted here is a part of a multi-institutional investigation
focused on the interaction between winds, submesoscale eddies, surface and internal waves, mixing, and
surfzone processes leading to three-dimensional circulation at Pt. Sal, CA. Pt. Sal is a 5-km coastal headland, approximately 50 km north of Point Conception, on the Santa Maria Basin continental margin
(Figure 1). The regional interannual and seasonal oceanographic variability have been quantified in multiple observational studies (e.g., Aristizábal et al., 2016; Cudaback & McPhee-Shaw, 2009; Fewings et al.,
2015; Harms & Winant, 1998; Winant et al., 2003). Shoreline orientation and local bathymetry adjacent to
Pt. Sal is along-coast variable. Here, the coordinate system is defined such that positive cross-isobath x and
along-isobath y are directed east and north, respectively. The vertical coordinate z is positive upward, with
z = 0 as the mean sea surface level. The mean water depth h is such that z = −h is the seabed.
2.1. Experiment Description
Currents, waves, temperature, salinity, and sea-surface elevation were measured adjacent to Pt. Sal as a
part of the pilot study Point Sal Inner Shelf Experiment (Colosi et al., 2018). Four moorings equipped with
thermistors and Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers were deployed along the 50- and 30-m isobath, covering
an along-coast region of approximately 10 km around Pt. Sal (Figure 1c). The deployment duration was from
15 June to 6 August 2015. At 50-m (30-m) depth, five thermistors measured temperature from z = −45 to
−5 m (z = −25 to −5 m), at a sampling frequency of two samples per minute. The Acoustic Doppler Current
Profilers measured vertical profiles of horizontal currents at a sampling frequency of 12 samples per minute,
with a vertical resolution of 2 m. Observed velocities and temperature are hourly averaged. Data from these
moorings and additional measurements in shallower waters have been used to study the propagation of
internal tidal bores and solitons from the midshelf to inner shelf of Pt. Sal (Colosi et al., 2018).
2.2. Numerical Model
The open-source Rutgers Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) is used in this study. ROMS is a
three-dimensional, free-surface, bathymetry following numerical model, which solves the finite-difference
approximations of the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes equations with hydrostatic and Boussinesq approximations (Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 2005, 2009). The model system is set up in a series of one-way, off-line,
KUMAR ET AL.
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nested grids (Figure 1) such that circulation driven by large-scale regional wind, mesoscale, and pressure
gradient forcing is resolved on a relatively coarse parent grid and is transferred to child grids through open
boundary conditions. Subsequently, additional physical processes (e.g., tidal and wave forcing) are added
to child grids. The current application of this modeling framework is summarized here; a more complete
description is given elsewhere (Suanda et al., 2016).
The grid system consists of quintuply nested model domains with standard off-line, one-way nesting techniques (Mason et al., 2010). The outermost parent grid L0, ΔX = 1∕30◦ (Veneziani et al., 2009) covers most
of the Eastern Pacific Ocean, while the subsequent child grid L1 ΔX = 1∕90◦ resolves the continental slope
and outer-shelf region from Southern to Central California (e.g., Figure 2 of Suanda et al., 2016). The child
grid L2 (ΔX = 600 m) further resolves the continental slope and the shelf break within Central California. L3 (ΔX = 200 m) and L4 (ΔX = 66 m) resolve the complex outer- to inner-shelf region of the Santa
Maria Basin including Point Sal (Figure 1). The model bathymetry in all grids are derived from the 1-arc
second resolution NOAA-NGDC coastal relief data set. All grids resolve the vertical coordinate z with 42
bathymetry following levels. Model simulations are conducted from 31 May to 31 July 2015 (1,464 hr) with
modeled variables stored hourly. Details of initial, boundary, and atmospheric forcing, along with the skill
of atmospheric forcing, are described in Suanda et al. (2016).
The grids L0 and L1 do not simulate tidal processes. Barotropic tidal forcing (i.e., harmonic sea surface
elevation and barotropic velocities) from astronomical tidal constituents K2 , S2 , M2 , N2 , K1 , P1 , Q1 , and N1
and overtides M4 and M6 are prescribed along the open boundaries of L2 (Figure 1a) from the ADCIRC tidal
model (Mark et al., 2004). The interaction between barotropic tides, bottom bathymetry, and stratification
simulated within L2 generates internal waves at tidal frequencies (i.e., internal tides). The focus of this work
is the superinertial (𝜔 > f) semidiurnal internal tides, throughout the L2 domain. A portion of this internal
tidal variability subsequently enters the child grids L3 and L4 as part of the open boundary conditions. Note
that no remote internal tidal signal is available from grids L0 or L1. Barotropic tidal forcing is not specified
for grids L3 and L4 as both barotropic and baroclinic variability are imposed as boundary forcing. Overall,
the one-way nesting system used here results in consistent transfer of internal tide energy between parent
and child grids (Appendix C for further discussion). Modeled barotropic tidal characteristics, including the
amplitude and phase of semidiurnal constituents M2 and S2 , compare well to tide gauge and current meter
measurements (Suanda et al., 2016, 2017).
An additional simulation is also conducted for grid L2 with no atmospheric forcing, zero initial barotropic
and baroclinic velocities, and no boundary forcing from grid L1. The stratification is horizontally uniform
and determined using the annual, World Ocean Atlas temperature and salinity database (Boyer et al., 2013)
for the region covered by the L2 grid (Figure 1a). This simulation is not expected to represent the mean and
subtidal circulation and temperature evolution. Barotropic tidal forcing from the aforementioned astronomical tidal constituents are prescribed along the open boundaries of L2. This simulation is also conducted for
1,464 hr. The internal tides generated in this simulation do not interact with mesoscale/submesoscale eddies
and do not have stratification variability from wind-driven circulation and atmospheric forcing. Throughout the text, this simulation is referred to as tides-only simulation (Mod0 ). Statistical quantities from this
simulation in the semidiurnal frequency band are reported for a water depth of up to 50 m, as the coastal
region farther onshore is not well resolved with a 600-m grid resolution.
2.3. Data Analysis
For model-data evaluation, observed and modeled temperature, sea level, and currents from the overlapping
period (15 June to 31 July 2015, 1,104 hr) are decomposed into subtidal (denoted by superscript ST, <33−1
cph) and semidiurnal (denoted by superscript SD, 16−1 to 10−1 cph) frequency bands using a PL64 filter
(Limeburner et al., 1985). For the modeled results, the overlapping period begins 14 days after initialization of the nested simulations, thus excluding any barotropic and baroclinic tidal spin-up effects. Observed
and modeled variables are used to estimate semidiurnal horizontal kinetic energy (HKE), available potential energy (APE), and energy flux, as well as modeled energy conversion (Appendix A). Harmonic analysis
(T-Tide Package, Pawlowicz et al., 2002) is used to distinguish between coherent (phase locked to astronomical tides M2 , S2 , and N2 ), and incoherent components of the semidiurnal band variables (Appendix B). The
implication of band width and record length on the coherent and incoherent distinction is discussed in previous studies (e.g., Ansong et al., 2015; Nash, Kelly, et al., 2012; Nash, Shroyer, et al., 2012). For the regional
analysis here, the 2-month simulation and an overlapping record length of 1,104 hr between modeled and
KUMAR ET AL.
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Figure 2. Observed (black) and modeled (red) vertical profile of mean temperature (a and d; ⟨T⟩), standard deviation of
subtidal (b and e; 𝜎 TST ), and semidiurnal (c and d; 𝜎 TSD ) temperature at 50-m (a–c) and 30-m (d–f) water depth. Mean
and standard deviation are defined over the overlapping time period between data collection at each mooring and the
model simulation period. Results are spatially averaged for all 50-m and all 30-m mooring locations (see Figure 1).

observed quantities is sufficient to achieve a reasonable comparison, and a primary-order understanding of
coherent and incoherent internal tidal processes in this region. For comparison, equilibrium is reached over
a 2-year period in a global internal tidal simulation (Ansong et al., 2015).
An incoherence fraction is then defined:
⟨Aincoh ⟩
,
⟨Atot ⟩

(1)

where A is semidiurnal temperature, baroclinic energy flux, HKE, or APE. The ⟨.⟩ represents a time average.

3. Model-Data Comparison
In this section modeled velocity and temperature variability, along with internal tidal energy and fluxes,
are compared to observations. All realistic model results used for comparison to observations are based on
simulated fields on the L4 grid.
3.1. Vertical Structure of Temperature
Modeled mean temperature ⟨T⟩, temperature variability in subtidal 𝜎 TST , and semidiurnal 𝜎 TSD band at 50and 30-m water depth are compared to observations (Figure 2). At both 50 and 30 m, modeled ⟨T⟩ is biased
high (1.2 ◦ C; Figures 2a and 2d), and similar to modeled biases in the outer shelf for year 2000 (Suanda et
al., 2016). Observed and modeled mean vertical temperature gradient are similar such that 𝜕⟨T⟩∕𝜕 z = 0.08
and 0.10 ◦ C/m at 50- and 30-m water depth, respectively.
The observed subtidal temperature variability is surface intensified, with near surface 𝜎 TST 1.5–2.3 times
stronger than those near bottom (Figures 2b and 2e). Unlike observed variability, the modeled 𝜎 TST is depth
uniform, suggesting a more uniform response to input surface heat flux than observed. Both observed and
modeled semidiurnal temperature variability 𝜎 TSD is stronger in the midwater column, consistent with a
mode-one internal tide (Figures 2c and 2f).
KUMAR ET AL.
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Figure 3. Observed (black) and modeled (red) vertical profile of mean velocity (a1 and d1 , ⟨U⟩; a2 and d2 , ⟨V⟩), standard deviation of subtidal (b1 and e1 , 𝜎 UST ;
b2 and e2 , 𝜎 VST ), and semidiurnal (c1 and f1 , 𝜎 USD ; c2 and f2 , 𝜎 VSD ) velocity at 50- (a–c) and 30-m (d–f) water depth. Mean and standard deviation are defined
over the overlapping time period between data collection at each mooring and the model simulation period. Results are spatially averaged for all 50-m and all
30-m mooring locations (see Figure 1).

3.2. Vertical Structure of Velocity
Modeled mean velocity and subtidal and semidiurnal band velocity variability at 50- and 30-m water depth
are compared to observations (Figure 3). At both h = 50 and 30 m, observed midwater column cross-isobath
mean flow ⟨U⟩ is directed onshore, while near-surface and near-bottom ⟨U⟩ is directed offshore (solid
black, Figures 3a1 and 3d1 ). This C-shaped cross-isobath flow profile is hypothesized to occur due to a
combination of wind-driven upwelling and downwelling circulation pattern, superimposed with a poleward pressure-gradient driven flow (Fewings et al., 2015). Modeled ⟨U⟩ has similar magnitude and vertical
structure as observed (solid red, Figures 3a1 and 3d1 ).
The 50-m along-isobath observed mean flow ⟨V⟩ is poleward throughout the water column with a midwater column maximum ⟨V⟩ = 0.08 m/s (solid black, Figure 3a2 ). At the 30-m isobath, the observed ⟨V⟩ is
equatorward near-surface and poleward below z < −14 m (Figure 3d2 ). Long-term averaged along-isobath
flow is poleward in deeper waters (Harms & Winant, 1998) and may be poleward or equatorward in shallower waters depending on the relative strength of wind and poleward pressure gradient-driven circulation
(Fewings et al., 2015). Modeled ⟨V⟩ is equatorward for z > −25 m at 50-m water depth, and poleward in rest
of the water column, with weaker magnitude than observed (Figure 3a2 ). At 30 m, modeled ⟨V⟩ is vertically
sheared and equatorward, with magnitude stronger than observed ⟨V⟩ (Figure 3d2 ).
Observed subtidal cross-isobath velocity variability at 50- and 30-m water depth is such that the near-surface
𝜎 UST is about two times near bottom, which is captured by the model (Figures 3b1 and e1 ). Observed and
modeled near-surface 𝜎 VST are two to three times stronger than those near bottom (Figures 3b2 and e2 ),
while modeled 𝜎 VST is 1.5 times observed throughout the water column (Figures 3b2 and b2 ). Also, observed
semidiurnal cross-isobath velocity variability 𝜎 USD at 50- and 30-m water depth is minimum in the midwater column and maximum near surface and near bottom, with vertical structure similar to mode-one
internal tide (Figures 3c1 and f1 ). Modeled 𝜎 USD has similar structure as those observed, but with smaller
(0.6 times) near-surface and near-bottom magnitude (Figures 3c1 and f1 ). At 50 m, both observed and modeled upper-water column 𝜎 VSD have similar magnitude and vertical structure, while in lower-water column
modeled is smaller (Figures 3c2 and f2 ). In 30-m water depth, both observed and modeled 𝜎 VSD are mostly
depth uniform (Figures 3c2 and f2 ).
3.3. Temperature Spectra and Temporal Separation of Internal Tides
Observed and modeled midshelf (h = 50 m) midwater column temperature spectra are estimated with a
1,104-hr spectral window, which resolves distinct spectral peaks between the N2 , M2 , and S2 frequencies.
KUMAR ET AL.
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Figure 4. Observed (black), modeled (red), and tides-only modeled
(orange) midwater column temperature spectra for moorings at 50-m water
depth versus frequency. The gray-shaded region indicates the semidiurnal
band (16−1 –10−1 cph). Magenta, yellow, and green dashed lines are N2 , M2 ,
and S2 frequencies. Red and black dashed lines are diurnal and inertial
frequencies, respectively. The vertical bars represent the 95% confidence
interval. Measured and modeled temperature at all 50- and 30-m moorings
are averaged.
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Individual spectral estimates at all 50-m moorings are averaged to calculate a single spectral estimate for 50-m water depth (Figure 4). The subtidal band variability is primarily attributed to mesoscale and submesoscale
process, while diurnal band (33−1 to 16−1 cph) variability is due to diurnal barotropic tidal forcing, surface heat, wind forcing, and near-inertial
motions (inertial period Tf = 20hr at 35◦ ). The semidiurnal band (16−1 to
10−1 cph) temperature spectra is due to barotropic tides and semidiurnal
internal waves. At higher frequencies (>10−1 cph) barotropic overtides
and nonlinear internal waves contribute to temperature variability.

Both observed (solid black) and modeled (solid red) subtidal temperature
spectra are elevated at low frequencies, while the diurnal band modeled temperature spectra is about five times smaller than those observed
(Figure 4) possibly due to weaker modeled diurnal wind forcing especially
closer to the coastline (not shown here). At semidiurnal frequencies,
observed and modeled temperature spectra are both peaked at the forced
frequencies (i.e., N2 , M2 , and S2 ), yet energy is elevated throughout the
semidiurnal band (gray shading, Figure 4). Modeled temperature spectra
is underestimated relative to observed at higher frequencies possibly due to lack of high-frequency modeled
forcing, hydrostatic limitations (Kumar et al., 2015), and because the length scales of high-frequency motions
approach the grid scale and are not well resolved. The tides-only simulation (Mod0 ) has similar temperature
spectra shapes, but overall less energy as those observed and modeled with realistic forcing (compare orange
to black and red, Figure 4). Although energy levels are comparable at the forced semidiurnal frequencies,
energy in the surrounding band is at least 1 order of magnitude smaller. The distinct narrow bandedness at
semidiurnal frequencies for Mod0 qualitatively indicates the importance of mesoscale and wind-driven processes to redistribute energy within the semidiurnal band in both continental shelf observations and realistic
numerical simulations.

The temperature signal used for spectral estimates may also be used to quantify the relative proportion of
coherent and incoherent internal tidal energy by comparing the variability in arrival time of subsequent
internal tides (e.g., Colosi & Munk, 2006; Colosi et al., 2018). Here, the time separation between consecutive
high-frequency (> 20−1 cph) midwater column temperature oscillation THF maxima are shown in Figure 5.
Midwater column temperature is chosen because internal tidal variability is predominantly mode one on the
continental shelf (Figure 2c; section 5.1). At 50-m water depth, observed THF is between ±1 ◦ C with approximately two peaks in a day (solid black line with yellow squares, Figure 5a). Modeled THF has relatively

Figure 5. Observed (a) and modeled (b) midwater column, high-frequency temperature versus time (in days). The
yellow squares in (a) and (b) are local maximum temperature. (c) Probability density function of observed (black),
modeled (red), and tides-only (orange) time separation with respect to M2 tidal period between subsequent midwater
column temperature maxima averaged over all 50- and 30-m moorings.
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Table 1
Observed and Modeled Coherent and Incoherent Energy Fluxes, HKE, and APE at 50- and 30-m Water Depth
HKE (J/m2 )

Fluxes (W/m)
Coh.
Depth (m)
50

O

Incoh.
M

O

M

Coh.
O

APE (J/m2 )
Incoh.

M

O

Coh.
M

O

Incoh.
M

O

M

5.01

1.33

5.64

2.74

16.53

5.33

26.51

12.65

16.45

4.08

21.01

9.74

5.86

2.04

5.26

2.69

19.79

8.45

26.39

12.1

21.98

6.14

22.08

9.45

6.9

3.01

5.02

2.61

21.72

10.24

22.96

12.67

31.57

8.57

25.52

8.67

6.28

3.19

4.49

2.87

20.77

10.59

20.09

13.21

31.51

8.99

24.72

8.81

Mean

6.01

2.39

5.10

2.73

19.70

8.65

23.99

12.66

25.38

6.95

23.33

9.17

30

0.68

0.54

1.03

0.53

4.41

2.83

7.8

4.35

5.06

3.49

12.18

4.68

0.92

0.41

1.39

0.76

3.63

1.84

7.53

4.23

12.71

3.54

22.23

6.72

0.84

0.67

1.56

0.86

5.05

3.67

9.67

5.82

6.72

4.86

18.39

7.52

1.09

0.72

1.1

0.85

4.91

3.59

6.48

5.61

13.13

5.44

17.15

7.57

0.88

0.59

1.27

0.75

4.50

2.98

7.87

5.00

6.23

4.33

17.49

6.62

Mean

Note. HKE = horizontal kinetic energy; APE = available potential energy.

weaker variability less than ±0.5 ◦ C from 07/08 to 07/12, and similar variability as observed from 07/12
to 07/15. Both observed and modeled time separation between subsequent maxima change over time
(Figure 5b).
The observed and modeled internal tide arrival is calculated for all 50- and 30-m moorings. The difference
between arrival time and an M2 semidiurnal tidal period of 12.42 hr creates a probability density function (pdf ) of observed and modeled time lag/lead (Figure 5c). A purely coherent signal would result in a
delta-function pdf centered at 0 hr. The tide-only simulation (solid orange, Mod0 ) is narrow (std = 1.55 hr)
with the highest lag/lead probability close to zero. Both observations (solid black, Figure 5c) and realistically modeled (solid red, Figure 5c) arrival time pdfs have a similar shape that is much wider (std = 2.12 hr)
due to internal tide incoherence. This suggests that for both realistic model and the observations, the temporal separation between the arrival of subsequent internal tidal packets may vary between approximately
10.5–15 hr, with less variability for the tides-only simulation (Figure 5c). The standard deviation of arrival
time Δt is then used to determine the coherent (“line”) and incoherent (“band”) internal tidal variability.
2
The incoherence fraction is estimated as (1 − e−𝜃 )∕1, where 𝜃 = 2𝜋Δt∕TM2 (Colosi & Munk, 2006). For both
realistically modeled and observed, this fraction is 0.70, while for the tides-only simulation the ratio is 0.45.
The incoherence fraction in Mod0 is revisited in section 5.2.
3.4. Incoherence Fraction in Energy Flux and Energy
Time-averaged cross-shore coherent and incoherent, depth-integrated baroclinic energy fluxes (equation
(B4)), HKE (quation (B2)), and APE (equation (B3)) are estimated from observations and model results at 50and 30-m water depth and reported in Table. 1. Although both observed and modeled fluxes and energy have
some alongshore variability due to either alongshore variable stratification or local eddy activity, moorings
on a single isobath have similar time-mean and standard deviation statistics. Therefore, in the subsequent
analysis, moorings are grouped by isobath to highlight cross-shore variability. At 50- and 30-m water depth,
modeled fluxes are approximately 0.45 and 0.63 times those observed, respectively (Table. 1). The incoherence fraction of cross-shore energy flux (equation (1)) varies from 0.50 to 0.70 for both observed and modeled
at 50 m (red squares, Figure 6a) and 30 m (green squares, Figure 6a). For the tide-only simulations (Mod0 )
the incoherence fraction is 0.40 at h = 50 m (not shown). Observed HKE and APE are also underestimated
by the model (Table. 1). However, both realistically modeled and observed incoherence fraction of HKE and
APE vary between 0.50 and 0.75 (Figure 6b). Overall, although the realistic model underestimates energy
and energy fluxes compared to observations, the modeled incoherence fraction of energy flux, HKE, and
APE is similar to those observed and greater than those for the tides-only simulation. This favorable comparison in observed and modeled incoherence fraction may occur because the mesoscale variability, a possible
driver for incoherence, is well characterized in the model (Figures 3b1 and 3b2 ).
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Figure 6. Ratio of (a) time-mean incoherent to total energy flux (equation (1)); (b) time-mean incoherent to total
horizontal kinetic energy (HKE; circles; equation (1)) and available potential energy (APE; squares; equation (1)) at 50(red) and 30-m (green) water depth. Observations and model results at all 50- and 30-m moorings are considered.

4. Regional Internal Tide Generation and Energy Flux
The reasonable agreement in observed and modeled statistics (section 3) motivates further model analysis
of regional internal tidal variability. Although inner-shelf measurements have quantified internal tides at
this central California coastal ocean (Aristizábal et al., 2016; Cudaback & McPhee-Shaw, 2009), generation
locations have not been previously identified. Here, locations of possible internal tide generation through
critical bathymetric slopes and modeled barotropic to baroclinic tidal energy generation are identified.
Spatial variability of coherent and incoherent energy flux across the region is also considered.
4.1. Slope Criticality and Generation
The bathymetric slope criticality 𝛾 is an important parameter in internal tide generation (e.g., Balmforth
et al., 2002; Balmforth & Peacock, 2009; Di Lorenzo et al., 2006; Khatiwala, 2003; Pétrélis et al., 2006). It
is defined as the ratio between the bathymetric slope to the characteristic
slope of an internal wave (e.g., Garrett & Kunze, 2007):
)−0.5
(
𝜔2 − 𝑓 2
𝛾 = |∇h|
,
(2)
Nb2 − 𝜔2
√
where the bathymetric gradient is |∇h| = (𝜕h∕𝜕x)2 + (𝜕h∕𝜕𝑦)2 and Nb
is near-bottom stratification. A bathymetric slope is critical for internal
wave generation at 𝛾 = 1, subcritical for 𝛾 < 1 where internal waves are
not generated but incident energy is forward-reflected, and supercritical
for 𝛾 > 1 where internal wave energy is back-reflected (e.g., Bell, 1975;
Baines, 1982; Balmforth et al., 2002; Garrett & Kunze, 2007).

Figure 7. (a) L2 domain criticality parameter 𝛾 (equation (2)) estimated
from mean modeled stratification (June–July 2015). In (a) dashed black
lines are depth contours 30, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 2,500, and
3,000 m. The inset (b) shows binned-mean criticality parameter versus
water depth for the region enclosed within longitude less than −120.4◦ ,
latitude 35.2◦ , and the offshore boundaries.

KUMAR ET AL.

A time mean (June–July 2015) 𝛾 is estimated for the M2 tidal frequency 𝜔,
mean Nb , and model bathymetry over the 600-m grid (L2). With realistic
and highly variable bathymetry, a range of 𝛾 values are found throughout the study region (Figure 7a). Adjacent to the Santa Lucia Escarpment,
extending southeast from −121.9◦ W, 34.9◦ N, the bathymetry is mostly
supercritical. Toward the northeast, from the escarpment to Santa Lucia
Bank, the bathymetry is near critical. Over Rodriguez Seamount and
within the Arguello Canyon, 𝛾 is supercritical. On the Pt. Sal shelf, the
shelf break and most of the outer shelf (h < 100m) are subcritical. South
of Point Conception, around the Santa Barbara channel and the Channel
Islands, the shelf break is mostly supercritical, as discussed in a previous study (e.g., Buijsman et al., 2012). Water depth binned 𝛾 summarizes
these features (inset, Figure 7b). At all locations with water depth >50 m,
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Figure 8. Mean (June–July 2015) baroclinic energy conversion (equation (A6)) and total energy flux (equation (A8))
for L2 (a) and L3 (b) domain. Inset (c) shows binned-mean conversion versus water depth for realistic (black) and
tides-only (orange) simulations. In (a) dashed black lines are same depth contours as Figure 7, and in (b) 30, 50, 100,
200, and 500 m.

south of latitude 35.2◦ and west of longitude −120.7◦ , bathymetry in the deep ocean (h > 4,000 m) is mostly
subcritical. Near-critical values are predominant between (2,000 m < h < 3,000 m), with supercritical values
on the continental slope (1,000 m < h < 2,000 m), and mostly subcritical slopes toward the continental shelf
h < 1,000 m. The tide-only simulation (Mod0 ) with climatological stratification has a similarly distributed
bathymetric slope criticality 𝛾 (not shown).
The conversion term (Ctot , equation (A6)) represents the transformation of barotropic kinetic energy to baroclinic potential energy, indicative of the location where semidiurnal internal tide generation occurs, or the
work done by barotropic tide on the baroclinic pressure field (Rayson et al., 2011; Zaron & Egbert, 2006).
This metric is often used to understand global and regional internal tidal dynamics (e.g., Buijsman et al.,
2012; Carter et al., 2008; Osborne et al., 2011; Rayson et al., 2011; Simmons et al., 2004, among others).
Mean (June–July 2015) modeled barotropic-to-baroclinic conversion (equation (A6)) for domain L2
(Figure 8a) shows semidiurnal internal tide generation (Ctot > 0.01 W/m2 ) at locations northeast of the
Santa Lucia Escarpment, south of Santa Lucia Bank, on and east of the Rodriguez Seamount. Regions with
Ctot < 0 are limited and correspond to locations where baroclinic pressure perturbation is out of phase
with barotropic velocities (e.g., Carter et al., 2012). The area-integrated mean conversion (∫ ∫ Ctot dxd𝑦, for
all locations south of 35.2◦ and west of −120.7◦ ) is 63.9MW. The standard deviation (computed over time)
of modeled conversion varies from 0 to 0.03 W/m2 , colocated with regions of strong mean conversion (not
shown here). Temporal variability in energy conversion may occur due to changing local stratification, the
spring-neap cycle, or the interaction between multiple internal tides generated within the domain (e.g.,
Buijsman et al., 2010; Kelly & Nash, 2010; Kerry et al., 2014; Zilberman et al., 2011). The time-averaged and
depth-integrated total fluxes (equation (A8)) indicate zones of strong energy flux adjacent to the conversion
region, decreasing in magnitude as the generated internal tides propagate away (black arrows, Figure 8a).
Within the L3 domain, mean conversion occurs in water depths >100 m confined to regions immediately
adjacent to the steep canyons offshore of Point Arguello (Figure 8b). Internal tide generation does not occur
along the shelf break off of Pt. Sal and area-integrated mean conversion (∫ ∫ Cdxd𝑦) for the L3 domain
is four orders of magnitude smaller than integrated conversion offshore, indicating that most of the modKUMAR ET AL.
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Figure 9. Depth-integrated, mean (June–July 2015) coherent (a–c) and incoherent (d–f) baroclinic energy flux
divergence for model domains L2 (a and d), L3 (b and e), and L4 (c and f). Arrows indicate magnitude and direction of
mean, depth-integrated baroclinic energy fluxes. Red arrows in (c) and (f) are observed, mean, depth-integrated
coherent and incoherent energy fluxes. In (a and d) and (b and e) dashed black lines are same depth contours as
Figure 8, and in (c) and ( f) 10, 30, 40, and 50 m.
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eled internal tide energy that arrives on the inner shelf, is generated offshore. Binned-conversion versus
depth across the domain (Figure 8c) suggests that internal tide generation mostly occurs between water
depths 1000 − 3000m, with ∫ ∫ Cdxd𝑦 = 56.4 MW, i.e., 88% of total area-integrated conversion. For the
tide-only simulation (Mod0 ), binned-conversion versus depth is similar to the realistic simulation (compare
black and orange solid lines, Figure 8c), indicating relative insensitivity of generation to the inclusion of
wind-driven and mesoscale effects. Maximum conversion (C > 0.015 W/m) occurs in water depth 1500m
where bathymetry is super-critical (𝛾 > 1, Figure 7b).
4.2. Internal Tidal Propagation
Modeled regional patterns of time-averaged, depth-integrated coherent and incoherent flux and flux divergence (accounting for horizontal refraction, focusing, shoaling and interference) are considered throughout
domains L2, L3 and L4 (Figure 9), and describes the regional internal tidal propagation dynamics. Note that
the time-mean cross-terms (Equation (B4)) are negligible (not shown).
Zones of strong coherent energy flux and positive energy flux divergence (Figure 9a) correspond to locations
with positive barotropic to baroclinic energy conversion (Figure 8a). Coherent baroclinic energy radiates
away from the generation region, directed to the west and the northeast (Figure 9a). Coherent energy flux
reduces by approximately 50% from water depth of 1000 − 3000m to h = 500 − 1000m over the continental
slope with a negative energy flux divergence (Figure 9a). Within the L3 domain, coherent energy flux is
directed toward the east (Figure 9c), and the coherent energy flux divergence is either negative or zero for
most of the domain. In transitioning over the continental slope to the shelf break, coherent energy flux
decreases by one order of magnitude such that in water depth 200 − 500m, mean |Fcoh | = 28 W/m. Onshore
of the shelf-break (i.e., h < 200m) and on the Pt. Sal shelf, the energy flux is <10 W/m, with negative energy
flux divergence (Figure 9e). Comparison to observed coherent flux (red arrows) at 50 and 30 m water depth
indicate that modeled flux is underestimated by a factor of approximately 2.
Adjacent to the generation region, incoherent energy flux is one order of magnitude smaller than coherent
energy flux (Figure 9b). The incoherent baroclinic energy flux divergence ∇H · Fincoh is weakly positive
near generation and the continental slope (Figure 9b), suggesting a small increase in incoherent energy as
internal tides propagate away from generation regions (Figure 9b). From the continental slope to the shelf
break, incoherent energy fluxes decrease slightly and |Fincoh | = 20 W/m in water depth 200–500 m. In these
water depths, though incoherent energy fluxes have not substantially changed from the generation region,
they are now comparable in magnitude to the coherent energy fluxes (Figure 9d). Within the L4 domain,
incoherent energy fluxes continue to be of similar magnitude as the coherent energy fluxes (Figure 9f),
consistent with observed incoherence fraction of energy fluxes at 50 m and 30 m water depth (section 3.4).
In the L3 domain, the area integrated energy flux is 3.6MW, of which 1.9MW is incoherent, that is, the
incoherence fraction is 0.53 (equation (1)). With negligible area-integrated conversion in L3 domain, the dissipation almost balances the energy flux divergence. Here, dissipation is approximated as a residual between
conversion and energy flux divergence for steady state energy balance (Appendix A). This primary balance
between energy flux divergence and dissipation holds true for domain L4. Also, L4 incoherence fraction
estimated from the area integrated incoherent to total energy flux is similar to those for L3. Unlike the realistic simulation, for the tide-only simulation (Mod0 ) coherent energy fluxes from the continental slope to
the shelf break (200–500 m) are still an order of magnitude higher than the incoherent fluxes (not shown
here). The relatively high magnitude of coherent flux is also evident in 50- to 200-m water depth, where
Mod0 incoherence fraction remains small (<0.40).

5. Discussion
Modeled subtidal and semidiurnal, temperature, and circulation variability are statistically similar to observations in 50- and 30-m water depth (Figures 2–4). In addition, the incoherence fraction compares favorably
(Figures 5 and 6). Furthermore, modeled internal tidal energetics analysis indicates critical bathymtery and
generation at multiple locations in h =1,000–3,000 m (Figures 7 and 8), and transition from coherent fluxes
at the generation region to incoherent fluxes onshore of the shelf break (Figure 9). Here, eddy kinetic energy
(EKE), propagation characteristics, and possible pathways for internal tides to reach the Pt. Sal shelf are
further discussed with a backward-traced ray model.
KUMAR ET AL.
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Figure 10. Eddy kinetic energy standard deviation (m2 ∕s2 ) with 17 ray paths (thin red lines) from generation region to
h = 50m for the L2 (a) and L3 (b) domain. These ray paths are determined from backward ray tracing using first-mode
phase speed determined from mean (June–July 2015) stratification. (c) Percent along-ray velocity variability explained
by mode 1 (blue), mode 2 (red), and modes 3–10 (black); and (d) mean (±standard deviation) along-ray water depth
versus along-ray distance.

5.1. EKE and Shelf Internal Tide Ray Paths
Previously, internal tidal bore statistics off Pt. Sal were shown to be consistent with the interference from
multiple waves (Colosi et al., 2018). Wave interference may lead to incoherence if energy from multiple
sources interacts with background currents and mesoscale eddy activity (e.g., Ponte & Klein, 2015; Zaron
& Egbert, 2014). In Central California, strong eddy activity has been measured using HF Radars (e.g.,
Nishimoto & Washburn, 2002) and simulated by eddy resolving numerical models (e.g., Bassin et al., 2005;
Capet et√
al., 2008). Here, eddy variability for the L2 and L3 model domains are quantified by estimating
EKE 0.5 u2e + v2e , where ue are ve are eastward and northward near-surface, low-pass filtered (≥ 33hours)
velocity components with the time-mean removed. Standard deviation of EKE has strong variability adjacent to the Rodriguez Seamount, Arguello Canyon, Santa Barbara Channel, and in the outer-shelf from Pt.
Arguello to locations northward of the Pt. Sal shelf (Figures 10a, b). The EKE variability is on length scales
of 30–50 km at water depth 1,000–3,000 m, and <20 km for h < 500 m. These length scales are comparable
̄
to the first baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation (Nh∕𝜋𝑓
), corresponding to mesoscale and submesoscale
variability.
In addition to propagating through a variable flow field, model results also indicate that offshore internal
tide generation occurs at many locations 70–80 km from the Pt. Sal shelf (Figure 8a). Therefore, backward
ray tracing is used to identify potential energy pathways for internal tides to arrive at the Pt. Sal shelf. The
ray equations for backward refraction on an ellipsoid are given as (e.g., Munk et al., 1988; Yan & Yen, 1995)
]
[
d𝜙
c cos 𝛼
,
=−
(3a)
𝜇
dt
]
[
d𝜆
c sin 𝛼
,
=−
(3b)
𝜈 cos 𝜙
dt
[
]
d𝛼
sin 𝛼 𝜕c
cos 𝛼 𝜕c c sin 𝛼 tan 𝜙
=−
−
+
,
(3c)
𝜇 𝜕𝜙 𝜈 cos 𝜙 𝜕𝛼
𝜈
dt
where 𝜙 is the geographic latitude, north positive, 𝜆 is the longitude, 𝜈 is the radius of curvature, 𝜇 is
the radius of curvature in prime vertical (vertical circle perpendicular to the meridian), 𝛼 is the local ray
direction clockwise from north, and c(𝜙, 𝜆) is the wave phase speed, determined by the medium. As the focus
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of this analysis is to identify primary pathways for internal tidal propagation, the ray tracing equations (equations (3a)–(3c)) are used in their
simplest form without including the effect of mean circulation or the
vertical shear, which might slightly modify the ray paths shown here.
Here, rays originating from Pt. Sal inner shelf (h = 50m) are backward
traced using the mean (June–July 2015), first-mode phase speed of inter̄
𝜆)h(𝜙, 𝜆)∕𝜋 ). In total, 17 rays are considered
nal waves (c(𝜙, 𝜆) = N(𝜙,
with initial offshore directed angle varying from 𝛼 = 208◦ − 276◦ , with
d𝜃 = 4◦ (Figure 10a). These rays are terminated at the location of maximum conversion (Ctot ), with h varying from 800–1,300 m (Figure 10d).
An along-ray distance coordinate (s) is defined with the location of
maximum conversion at s = 0. Additional rays corresponding to angles
𝛼 = 200–208◦ and 𝛼 = 276–320◦ were not considered as the water
depth at the offshore termination point were substantially different than
those considered here. As indicated by ray tracing, the multiple internal tidal energy propagation pathways potentially explain the inferred
interference observed at 50- and 30-m water depth on the Pt. Sal shelf
(Colosi et al., 2018).
Along-ray, semidiurnal band-passed (16−1 to 10−1 cph) baroclinic velocity
is subjected to an empirical orthogonal functional analysis (e.g., Chelton
et al., 1998) to identify the relative composition of vertical modes. Percentage variance explained for each ray are grouped into modes 1, 2, and 3–10
and subsequently averaged for all the 17 rays considered (Figure 10c).
At and adjacent to the generation region, mode 1 accounts for about
50% of velocity variability, while mode 2 for about 20%, and modes 3–10
contribute to rest of the variability. Higher modes dissipate close to the
generation region (e.g., Buijsman et al., 2012; Merrifield & Holloway,
2002), and in the shelf break and regions onshore 60–80% of variability
is explained by mode 1 and less than 40–20% is explained by mode 2 and
higher modes (Figure 10c).
5.2. Along-Ray Transition to Incoherence
Internal tide energy generation is similar in both the tides-only and
realistic simulations (Figure 8c). On the other hand, at the midshelf
observation location, the tides-only simulation showed narrow banded
midwater column temperature spectra (solid yellow, Figure 4) in the
semidiurnal band (16−1 − 10−1 cph) while both observations and the
realistic simulation show broad-banded temperature spectra (solid red
and black, Figure 4). This transition to incoherence is examined with
frequency spectra of midwater column temperature (STT ) estimated
with a 1,024-hr spectral window and averaged over the 17 backtraced
max
)
rays. The spectral estimate is subsequently normalized (i.e., STT ∕∕STT
with respect to maximum spectral amplitude at an along beam location (Figure 10a). Consistent with section 4.2, temperature variability is
strongest on N2 , M2 , and S2 frequencies at the generation region s = 0km (Figure 11a). Farther onshore
along the ray, the internal tide shoals, and temperature variability increases at all frequencies within the
semidiurnal band (0.0625 < f < 0.1cph), particularly shoreward of the shelf break. As the internal tide
propagates over the shelf break, and onto the outer-continental and the midcontinental shelf, increased
temperature variability is apparent at all frequencies eventually leading to the spectra seen in Figure 4.

Figure 11. Color shading of band-passed (16−1 − 10−1 cph) midwater
column normalized temperature spectra versus frequency and along-ray
distance for the realistic model simulation. Spectral estimates along all 17
ray paths are averaged and normalized by the maximum spectral estimate
corresponding to an along beam location. The thin horizontal gray lines are
N2 , M2 , and S2 frequencies; raypath averaged (b) mean conversion; (c) total
(blue), coherent (black) and incoherent (red) energy flux; (d) incoherence
fraction for realistic (black) and tides-only (orange) simulation; (e) squared
ratio of first mode phase speed standard deviation (𝛿 c) to mean (June–July
2015) first-mode phase speed (c); (f) ratio of total velocity standard
deviation 𝜎 v to mean (June–July 2015) first-mode phase speed (c).

The transition from a primarily coherent internal tidal signal in the open ocean to a mostly incoherent
signal is further examined through variability of time-averaged conversion (equation (B5)), coherent and
incoherent internal tidal fluxes parallel to ray paths averaged over the 17 backtraced rays. Energy conversion
is completely coherent at the generation location and rapidly decreases away from s = 0 (Figure 11b). Within
30 km of the generation region (i.e., offshore of the shelf break), the total energy flux increases slightly (solid
KUMAR ET AL.
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blue, Figure 11c), with a coherent flux that is mostly constant (solid black, Figure 11c). Within these 30
km, incoherent energy is small, but gradually increasing. Adjacent to the shelf break and farther onshore
(i.e., s > 30km), both total and coherent energy fluxes decrease (solid blue and black, Figure 11c), while
incoherent energy flux remains mostly constant along the ray (solid red, Figure 11c). Eventually, this leads
to continental shelf conditions where the coherent and incoherent fluxes are comparable (red and black
lines, Figure 11c).
The average energy flux incoherence fraction is estimated for the backtraced rays (Figure 11d). For the realistic simulation, the incoherence fraction varies from 0.07 at the generation region to 0.20 within 20–30 km
distance along the ray. At locations farther onshore, the incoherence fraction steadily increases to value of
0.6 over the shelf break and the Pt. Sal shelf. For the tide-only simulation (Mod0 ), the time and along-ray
averaged incoherence fraction remains ≤0.20 (orange line, Figure 11d) within 60 km from the generation
region and only slightly increases to a value of 0.35 onshore of the shelf break. The slight increase on
the shelf is possibly due to some subtidal circulation generated by density gradients due to mixing (e.g.,
Suanda et al., 2017) or residual flows due to the spatially varying coastline and bathymetry (e.g., Signell &
Geyer, 1991).
Away from generation regions, previous studies in deep water indicate that internal tides become incoherent due to interactions with mesoscale and submesoscale processes (Chavanne et al., 2010; Ponte & Klein,
2015; Van Haren, 2004). By taking a differential of the dispersion relation, perturbations to the phase speed
of an internal gravity wave propagating through a nonuniform background can be separated into contributions from (a) variable stratification, (b) Doppler shift by mean background currents, and (c) changes in
background vorticity (e.g., Zaron & Egbert, 2014). Here, the first two effects are quantified and contrasted
for the near-coastal environment.
The effect of changing stratification is estimated from a ratio of variable mode-one internal wave phase speed
to the mean phase speed (𝛿 c∕c)2 , where 𝛿 c = 𝜎 N h∕𝜋 and 𝜎 N is the standard deviation of the Brunt-Väisälä
frequency over the model simulation period. The effect of mean background currents are estimated from a
ratio of the standard deviation of along-ray subtidal current velocity to the mean phase speed 𝜎 v ∕c (Zaron &
Egbert, 2014). The ratios (𝛿 c∕c)2 and 𝜎 v ∕c are averaged for all 17 rays and expressed as a fraction (Figures 11e
and 11ef). Similar to the deep-water Zaron and Egbert (2014) result, near generation (𝛿 c∕c)2 has a larger
effect than 𝜎 v ∕c. In shallower water toward the shelf (s > 40km), both (𝛿 c∕c)2 and 𝜎 v ∕c increase to approximately 0.60 mimicking the shoreward increase in incoherence fraction (Figure 11d). Although it is tempting
to distinguish the relative importance of the two processes causing incoherence in this realistic simulation,
both time-variable stratification and Doppler shifting appear comparable in strength in the coastal environment. Note that neither effect is present in the Mod0 model, pointing to the role of wind-forced and
mesoscale variability in creating an incoherent continental shelf internal tide.
Further speculation on the generality of processes that cause incoherence within 20 km of shore is difficult
and likely to be highly regionally dependent. In the Santa Maria basin, coastal circulation patterns driven by
upwelling favorable winds, and relaxation events delivering warm, buoyant water from the Santa Barbara
channel modify local stratification on synoptic and longer time scales (Fewings et al., 2015; Suanda et al.,
2016). In addition, coastline variability leads to flow separation and eddy shedding in the form of velocity
fluctuations on both tidal and synoptic time scales. Idealized simulations constructed to diagnose the role
of these processes for incoherence in internal tidal energy are needed.
5.3. Underestimation of Coherent and Incoherent Fluxes
One of the findings from this study is that at 50 m, both modeled coherent and incoherent energy fluxes
are underestimated by a factor of 0.5 relative to observations. Underestimation of coherent continental shelf
energy flux may occur due to inaccurate energy conversion with smooth bathymetry (e.g., Osborne et al.,
2011). Another possibility are errors in modeled stratification, inherited from a parent grid solution, or due
to incorrect vertical mixing in the model turbulence closure. Although the shelf comparison at 50- and
30-m isobaths indicates similar observed and modeled stratification, the driver of internal tidal generation
is deepwater stratification. Model fields cannot be further evaluated without deepwater measurements not
obtained as a part of this coastal study.
The L2 domain is forced only by barotropic tidal forcing and all internal tides are locally generated
(Figure 8a). The lack of remotely generated internal tides at the open boundary may lead to underKUMAR ET AL.
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estimation of incoherent energy fluxes; however, it will also modify coherent energy flux generation
(Kelly & Nash, 2010; Kerry et al., 2013, 2014). Further speculation on the role of remotely generated internal
tides is not possible without accounting for them in the simulations discussed here. As the HYCOM modeling group has started simulating internal tides on global scales (e.g., Arbic et al., 2010; Buijsman et al.,
2016; Shriver et al., 2012), future work will incorporate offshore boundary conditions from data-assimilated
(mesoscale), tide-resolving HYCOM model results for regional simulations in the L2 domain to determine
the role of remotely generated internal tides.

6. Summary
A nested, hydrostatic numerical ocean model with realistic surface and boundary forcing is used to study
semidiurnal internal tidal dynamics in the region near Point Sal, CA. Modeled internal tidal parameters
are validated against midshelf measurements and also compared to simulations with idealized stratification
subjected to tidal forcing and no atmospheric or wind forcing. The major findings are as follows:
Model performance: Modeled temperature and velocity fluctuations in the subtidal and semidiurnal bands
are within a factor of 0.5 of observations from midshelf moorings (30- to 50-m water depth). Both modeled and observed midwater column temperature spectra are broad banded in the semidiurnal band and
compare favorably, while the tides-only simulation is narrow banded around the tidal forcing frequencies.
Time- and frequency-domain methods are used to decompose the semidiurnal internal tide into coherent
and incoherent components, yielding roughly an incoherence fraction of up to 0.70 at the midshelf in both
a realistic model and observations. The similarity in incoherence fraction is possibly because mesoscale
variability is adequately represented by the realistic model. For a simulation with only tidal forcing, the
incoherence fraction is 0.30–0.40.
Regional internal tide generation: Modeled internal-wave criticality identifies multiple locations for internal
tidal generation in water depth 1,000–3,000 m, including the region around the Santa Lucia Escarpment,
Santa Lucia Bank, and Rodriguez Seamount. Modeled barotropic to baroclinic conversion is mostly coherent and occurs at locations with critical to slightly supercritical bathymetry. Little to no generation occurs
at the local shelf break. Thus, most of the Pt. Sal shelf measured internal tidal variability arrives to the
study region from an offshore distance of 70–80 km.
Transition to incoherent energy flux: In a realistic model, internal tides propagate through a variable medium
and undergo a complicated transition from coherent to incoherent fluxes to reach the Pt. Sal shelf. This
behavior is not apparent in the tides-only simulation. Unlike the coherent internal tide, the generation
of incoherent internal tides is not through bathymetric conversion but appears equally likely to be due to
the interaction of internal tides with varying shelf stratification and Doppler shifting from mesoscale and
submesoscale activity with increasing importance onshore of the shelf break.

Appendix A: Internal Tidal Energetics
Internal tidal energetics are studied using the depth-integrated energy balance equation (e.g., Buijsman et
al., 2012; Carter et al., 2008):
DEtot
+ ∇H · Ftot = Ctot − Dtot ,
(A1)
Dt
where Etot is the sum of depth-integrated horizontal kinetic (HKEtot ) and available potential energy (APEtot ),
Ftot is the depth-integrated baroclinic energy flux, Ctot is the energy conversion from semidiurnal barotropic
to baroclinic tides, and Dtot is the dissipation. The HKE is calculated as

HKEtot =

𝜌0 0 ′ 2
2
u + v′ dz,
2 ∫−h

(A2)

𝜌0 0 2 ′ 2
N 𝜁 dz,
2 ∫−h

(A3)

and the APE is
APEtot =

where 𝜌0 = 1,025 kg/m3 , u (u , v ) is the semidiurnal, band-passed, baroclinic velocity; N is the Brunt-Väisälä
′
frequency calculated using the subtidal (𝜌ST ) density as N2 = −(g∕𝜌0 )𝜕𝜌ST ∕𝜕 z; and 𝜁 is the baroclinic
displacement related to semidiurnal, band-passed, density perturbation 𝜌SD such that
′

′

′

𝜁 ′ = g𝜌SD ∕(𝜌0 N 2 ).
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′

The semidiurnal, band-passed, baroclinic velocity u is determined from the difference between semidi′
urnal, band-passed velocity uSD and the semidiurnal band-passed barotropic velocity vector, that is, u =
SD
SD
u − U , where
USD =

𝜂

1
uSD dz.
h + 𝜂 ∫z=−h

(A5)

The conversion term is computed as
Ctot = p′z=−h USD · ∇(−h),

(A6)

where p′z=−h is the near-bottom pressure perturbation.
′

The baroclinic pressure perturbation p is computed as
0

p′ (̂z) =

∫ẑ

0

g𝜌SD d̂z −

∫−h

g𝜌SD dz,

(A7)

0

with a depth-integral ∫z=−h p′ dz = 0. Using the baroclinic pressure and velocity perturbation, the
depth-integrated energy fluxes are computed as (Nash et al., 2004)
0

Ftot =

∫−h

u′ p′ dz.

(A8)

The dissipation term Dtot is not calculated explicitly from the observations or model simulations. In ROMS,
the numerical scheme to solve for nonlinear acceleration has an associated hyper-diffusive dissipation to
ensure smooth solutions (Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 1998). For this reason and further subgrid parameterization effects, it is difficult to distinguish internal tide dissipation directly from the output of ROMS
turbulence closure (e.g., Buijsman et al., 2012; Kerry et al., 2013). However, assuming steady state energy
balance, and linear wave dynamics, Dtot may be obtained from equation (A1) as Ctot − ∇H · Ftot .

Appendix B: Coherent-Incoherent Analysis
The baroclinic semidiurnal energy balance is further divided into coherent and incoherent components by
decompsing model variables (e.g., Buijsman et al., 2017; Kerry et al., 2016; Nash, Kelly, et al., 2012; Pickering
et al., 2015), such that
USD = USD
+ USD
,
c
inc

(B1a)

u′ = u′c + u′inc ,

(B1b)

′
𝜁 ′ = 𝜁c′ + 𝜁inc
,

(B1c)

p′ = p′c + p′inc .

(B1d)
′

The coherent part of the 16−1 to 10−1 cph bandpassed signal (USD , u , 𝜁 , p ) is phase-locked to astronomical
tidal frequencies N2 , M2 , S2 , as determined by harmonic analysis (application of harmonic analysis to the
raw signal followed by application of PL64 filter to isolate the semidiurnal band does not change the results
discussed in this paper). The remaining signal within the semidiurnal band is considered incoherent.
′

′

With equations (B1b) and (B1c) HKE and APE are partitioned as

HKEtot
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⎧
⎫
⎪ 0
⎪
0
0
𝜌0 ⎪
⎪
′2
′2
′ 2
′ 2
′
′
′
′
=
uc + vc dz +
uinc + vinc dz + 2
uinc uc + vinc vc dz⎬ ,
⎨
∫
∫
∫
2 ⎪ −h
−h
−h
⎪
⎪⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟ ⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟ ⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⎪
HKEcoh
HKEincoh
HKEcross
⎩
⎭

(B2)
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⎧
⎫
⎪ 0
⎪
0
0
𝜌0 ⎪
⎪
2 ′ 2
2 ′
2
2 ′
′
=
N (𝜁c ) dz +
N (𝜁inc ) dz + 2
N (𝜁inc 𝜁c )dz⎬ .
∫
∫
∫
2 ⎨
−h
−h
−h
⎪⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟ ⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⎪
⎪
⎪
APEcoh
APEincoh
APEcross
⎩
⎭

(B3)

Baroclinic fluxes are partitioned as
0

Ftot =

0

u′c p′c dz +

∫−h
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟

0

u′inc

p′inc dz +

∫−h
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

Fcoh

Fincoh

u′ p′ + u′inc p′c dz,
∫−h c inc
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

(B4)

Fcross

and the conversion term as
Ctot = p′c
USD
· ∇(−h) +p′inc
USD
· ∇(−h) +p′c
USD
· ∇(−h) + p′inc
USD
· ∇(−h). (B5)
c
inc
inc
c
|z=−h
|z=−h
|z=−h
|z=−h
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟ ⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟ ⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
Ccoh

Cincoh

Ccross

The time-mean of these fields (equations (B2), (B3), (B4), and (B5)) are denoted by angle brackets ⟨.⟩ in this
paper. The cross-terms for each field is negligible after time averaging and not further discussed.

Appendix C: One-Way Nesting Implications for Baroclinic Tides
One-way nesting is often used to model subtidal and internal-tidal processes in the coastal ocean (e.g.,
Buijsman et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2016). This involves a combined prescription of barotropic and baroclinic
tides from the parent grid solution to the open boundary of the child grid. The accuracy of this approach
for internal wave propagation in realistic simulations (i.e., with realistic bathymetry, time-varying tidal, and
subtidal flow fields) is not completely known. Following previous work, our one-way nesting efforts apply a
relaxation scheme and is evaluated here by comparing mean, total, energy flux divergence (⟨∇ · F⟩) within
the overlapping region of the parent and child grid, that is, for grid pairs L2 versus L3, and L3 versus L4
(Figure C1). Note that other approaches are possible, for example, to include a relaxation factor for wave
transmission such that outgoing baroclinic and isopycnal fluctuations are relaxed at the boundary (e.g.,
Carter & Merrifield, 2007). A different approach is to specify subtidal conditions along the open boundary
and prescribe tidal velocity and SSH fields as separate spectral forcing (Janeković & Powell, 2012)). Although
this may improve internal tidal flux estimates in some locations (Janeković & Powell, 2012), this approach
was not tested here.
The main driver of coastal internal tide modification (i.e., energy flux divergence) is of similar magnitude
between parent and child grids, confirming the overall viability of one-way nesting. Between L2 and L3
grids (Figure C1a), the child grid has systematically higher flux divergence values, and there are a few possibilities for this behavior. As bathymetry is better resolved in grid L3 compared to L2, local internal tide
generation can occur and increase local flux divergence. In addition, the higher-resolution bathymetry may
also lead to a shoaling internal tide that scatters to higher modes, increasing flux divergence. The difference
in flux divergence might reduce were analysis of mode-one internal tide considered. The difference in mean
flux divergence is less systematic between the L3 and L4 grid, further justifying the consistency of one-way
nesting (Figure C1b). This is due to the lack of supercritical, steep bathymetry (i.e., canyons) within the
overlapping region of these two grids. Therefore, one-way nesting concerns that potentially arise in regions
with supercritical child grid bathymetry and varying near-bottom stratification are alleviated in regions with
mostly subcritical child grid bathymetry.
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grids L3 and L4 (b).
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